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This advisory is published by Alston & Bird LLP to provide a summary of significant developments to our clients and friends. It is intended 
to be informational and does not constitute legal advice regarding any specific situation. This material may also be considered attorney 
advertising under court rules of certain jurisdictions.
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D.C. Circuit Reaffirms Applicability of Attorney-Client Privilege to Corporate 
Internal Investigations

On June 27, the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit issued an important decision in In re Kellogg Brown 
& Root, Inc., 14-5055, 2014 WL 2895939 (D.C. Cir. June 27, 2014), restoring the applicability of the attorney-client 
privilege to documents created in connection with a company’s internal investigation. The court’s opinion is considered 
a victory for the business community, as it reversed a lower court decision that “threaten[ed] to vastly diminish the 
attorney-client privilege in the business setting.”

I. Facts
The case involved a False Claims Act lawsuit brought by Harry Barko, a former employee of Kellogg Brown & Root, 
Inc. (KBR), who alleged that KBR and other defense contractors had defrauded the government by inflating the costs 
of construction services on military bases in Iraq and accepting kickbacks. Before the lawsuit was filed, KBR had 
conducted an internal investigation in accordance with its Code of Business Conduct and as required by government 
procurement regulations. During discovery, Barko sought documents related to the internal investigation, to which 
KBR objected on grounds of attorney-client privilege and the work-product doctrine. The district court reviewed the 
documents in camera before ruling on the discovery dispute. 

II. District Court’s Decision
The lower court acknowledged that the Supreme Court in Upjohn v. United States held that the attorney-client  
privilege applies even when the client is a corporation, “as long as ‘[t]he communications at issue were made by 
[company] employees to counsel for [the company] acting as such, as the direction of corporate superiors in order 
to secure legal advice from counsel.’”

The district court, however, distinguished this case from Upjohn and ruled that the documents were not privileged 
because the investigation had not been conducted for the primary purpose of seeking legal advice, but instead, was 
a routine compliance investigation pursuant to regulatory law and corporate policy. In support of that conclusion, 
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the district court noted that: (1) in-house attorneys had conducted the investigation without consultation with outside 
lawyers; (2) many of the interviews during the investigation had been conducted by non-attorneys; and (3) the 
employees interviewed were not advised that the purpose of the interview was to assist the company in obtaining 
legal advice. As a result, the district court concluded that KBR had failed to show that the “communication would not 
have been made ‘but for’ the fact that legal advice was sought.”

III. The D.C. Circuit’s Decision
The D.C. Circuit reversed the district court’s decision and granted KBR’s petition for writ of mandamus—a “drastic and 
extraordinary” remedy. The appellate court ruled that KBR’s claim of privilege “is materially indistinguishable from 
Upjohn’s assertion of privilege in that case.”  In reaching that conclusion, the three-judge panel held that: (1) the fact 
that the internal investigation was conducted by in-house counsel without consultation with outside lawyers did 
not undermine KBR’s assertion of privilege; (2) the attorney-client privilege still applied to interviews conducted by 
non-attorneys as long as they were done at the direction of in-house attorneys; and (3) the mere fact that the company 
did not use “magic words” to advise its employees about obtaining legal advice did not eviscerate the privilege, since 
the facts showed that employees “knew that the company’s legal department was conducting an investigation of a 
sensitive nature and that the information they disclosed would be protected.”

The D.C. Circuit also rejected the district court’s use of a “but-for” test to determine whether the primary purpose of 
an internal investigation was to assist the company in obtaining legal advice. A “but-for” test, the panel explained, 
would improperly narrow the privilege only to those communications where the sole purpose was to obtain legal 
advice. Instead, the appellate court explained that the correct test is whether “obtaining or providing legal advice 
[was] a primary purpose of the communication, meaning one of the significant purposes of the communication.”

Thus, the privilege applies if “one of the significant purposes of the internal investigation was to obtain or provide 
legal advice,” regardless of “whether an internal investigation was conducted pursuant to a company compliance 
program required by statute or regulation, or was otherwise conducted pursuant to company policy.” In this case, 
the court found that one of the significant purposes of the communications surrounding the internal investigation 
was to obtain or provide legal advice and it was therefore protected by the attorney-client privilege.

IV. Key Takeaways
This is a significant victory for companies looking to conduct prompt internal investigations to ensure that their 
business practices comply with regulatory laws, without having to sacrifice the protections of the attorney-client 
privilege. Particularly noteworthy is the appellate court’s conclusion that the corporate attorney-client privilege can 
still be upheld even if the investigation is motivated in part by business/regulatory compliance concerns if one of 
the significant purposes of the investigation is to obtain legal advice. Also noteworthy is that the investigative work 
of non-attorneys may still be privileged, so long as the investigation was conducted at the direction of in-house or 
outside counsel for the purpose of obtaining legal advice.

Although favorable, this decision is not binding on courts outside of the District of Columbia. Companies should 
therefore still proceed with caution and take steps to preserve the corporate attorney-client privilege in the context 
of internal investigations. 
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Among other things, Alston & Bird recommends that:

• Upjohn advisements should still be administered at the outset of all employee interviews.

• Internal investigations should still, when feasible, be conducted by or at the direction of outside counsel. Having 
outside counsel conduct investigations confers additional benefits that may be appropriate in certain 
circumstances, such as enhancing the credibility of the investigation with regulators and other stakeholders. At 
a minimum, internal investigations should be conducted at the direction of in-house counsel.

• Where non-attorneys are assisting in the investigation, there should be memorialization of the fact that their 
actions are being done at the direction of in-house and/or outside counsel and for the purpose of assisting the 
company in obtaining legal advice.

Alston & Bird will continue to monitor developments in this area and advise as other courts weigh in on this issue.
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If you would like to receive future Government & Internal Investigations Advisories electronically, please forward your contact 
information to government.reporter@alston.com. Be sure to put “subscribe” in the subject line.

If you have any questions or would like additional information, please contact your Alston & Bird attorney or any of the following:
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